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The "Language Studies" contract is divided into four project areas, al of which are directed to the problems of effectively, reliably and efficiently using modern computers in a wide range of applications.
Three of the projects deal. with methods of communicating with computer,. Task 1. Very High Level Programming Systems (P.1: J.A. Robinson). This group is working towards combining the features developed to support J work in the area of artificial intelligence and those used in general ;>program development into a new conceptual framework that can be understood and used by a large community of users.
Task 2. Proving Program Correctness (P.I: J.C. Reynolds). This group is working towards programming language designs which increase the probability that specification errors will be detected by the compiler or interpreter and to provide the language facilities so that users will more nearly be able to prove that programs perform as they are specified than is currently possible.
Task 3.
Grammars of Programming (P.I: E.F. Storm). This group is working towards the development of methods which will allow users to communicate with computer programs in terms more normal to their every day communication forms.
Task 4. Systems Studies (P.I: R.G. Sargent). This group is working towards developing more sophisticated and efficient models of computer systems which can predict system performance when given particular paramete values.
The current efforts concern models of transaction processing Isystems (TPS). The report is produced in five volumes to facilitaze single volume distribution. ..
1.

INTRODUCTION
The intent of this paper is to present an algorithmic solution for a queueing model of a computer system with interactive and batch jobs.
Interactive jobs arrive from a finite number of interactive terminals and batch jobs arrive from an infinite size population.
Once an interactive job arrives to the computer system, the corresponding terminal stays passive until the job is processed, at which time the terminal becomes active and begins the process of submitting a new job.
The queueing models associated with this system are special cases 
THE MODEL
The model class considered here is of a single server queueing system to which the arrivals form two independent arrival streams, one from a finite and the other from an infinite population source. 
and
for all i,j 0,1,2,...,M and n>O.
The exact values of these entries will depend on XO, X,9 B 0 ('), BI(.), and the priority assignment. Before discussing these entries any further, we will first outline the algorithmic approach used to analyze the Markov chain with the structure of P for the TPM. This approach, as a general methodology, wasA introduced by Lucantoni and Neuts [8] and Neuts [9] . In this section, however, we will present the necessary results only. 
and be given by
Then for stationarity (see Neuts [9) ),
If this condition is satisfied, the steady state joint probability distribution for this Markov chain is given by (see [8] ),
where these quantities •, j, •*, and are defined in the appendix.
The other elements of the steady state probability vector are obtained using the iterative equations Next, using these results and the discrete state level crossing analysis [11], we will derive the steady state joint and marginal probability distributions at an arbitrary time epoch.
Lets be the steady state joint probability vector at an arbitrary 
Now from (17) and Little's result [6] , Pi(n,r:k) =P{n batch jobs and r interactive jobs arrive during a A time interval which has a probability distribution Bi() given there are k interactive jobs left in the source at the beginning of this time interval). 
where p 1 is the probability that a departing job is interactive. Now "Ii e C where p is the probability that a departing job is a batch job.
After some simplification, and using the normalizing condition, we get
x i= iofi where P(n) is the probability th& n batch jobs arrive during the or r-9
•N0 M>i>0; i>J>0 
m=l
S01
The relationships for , and with respect to is presented next.
These results follow from simple cinvolution arguments and conditional probabilities.
m+l j 
CIwhere p 0 =1-x 0 + a 0 xo 0 . Therefore
and WO ac L/0A can be obtained once is known.
Now for xlin we have from convolution arguments,
where p, is the probability that a departing job is interactive and
Now we will specify the condition for the existence of •. Considering A, it is clear that A is an upper triangular matrix whose entries, with notation as defined in the previous case, are
Clearly A is reducible and therefore the condition (4) cannot be directly used. However, using an analysis similar to that of Lucantoni [71 page 7, it can be established that the necessary and sufficient condition for stability is
<1
3.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The algorithm generating these performance measures was implemented in APL. Some sample results for different Lnput parameters A 0 9 AIs 10 4, and M for exponential service times are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have modelled the computer system with batch and interactive jobs as a single server queueing system with two classes of customers and non-preemptive priority service disci-I pline. The system performance measures were numerically evaluated using an algorithmic approach proposed by Neuts [9] and a discrete state level crossing analysis (see [11] ).
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Note that
Pi(n,r:k+l) -0 for all r>k+l and To 1(n) ca~n'0k -a Te -in a1+~) iM fahion.
Then using (A2), Pi(nr:k) can be calculated in a recursive fashion.
That is, for r-1, calculate Pi(n,l:k), k 1 1,2,...,M, using (A2) and then r-2, etc. 
•(i (I-AI(1) (I-A+l) 1 -2
